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The title compounds, [AnO2(H2O)5]n+, n ) 1 or 2 and An) U, Np, and Pu, are studied using relativistic
density functional theory (DFT). Three rather different relativistic methods are used, small-core effective
core potentials (SC-ECP), a scalar four-component all-electron relativistic method, and the zeroeth-order regular
approximation. The methods provide similar results for a variety of properties, giving confidence in their
accuracy. Spin-orbit and multiplet corrections to the AnVI/AnV reduction potential are added in an approximate
fashion but are found to be essential. Bulk solvation effects are modeled with continuum solvation models
(CPCM, COSMO). These models are tested by comparing explicit (cluster), continuum, and mixed cluster/
continuum solvation models as applied to various properties. The continuum solvation models are shown to
accurately account for the effects of the solvent, provided that at least the first coordination sphere is included.
Reoptimizing the structures in the presence of the bulk solvent is seen to be important for the equatorial bond
lengths but less relevant for energetics. Explicit inclusion of waters in the second coordination sphere has a
modest influence on the energetics. For the first time, free energies of solvation are calculated for all six
[AnO2(H2O)5]n+ species. The calculated numbers are within the experimental error margins, and the
experimental trend is reproduced correctly. By comparison of different relativistic methods, it is shown that
an accurate relativistic description leads to marked improvements over the older large-core ECP (LC-ECP)
method for bond lengths, vibrational frequencies, and, in particular, the AnVI/AnV reduction potential. Two
approximate DFT methods are compared, B3LYP, a hybrid DFT method, and PBE, a generalized gradient
approximation. Either method yields AnVI/AnV reduction potentials of comparable quality. Overall, the
experimental reduction potentials are accurately reproduced by the calculations.

Introduction

The chemistry of the early actinide elements is related to one
of the most pressing environmental challenges of our time, the
radioactive waste and contamination that have resulted from
decades of atomic weapons production and nuclear power
generation.

Environmental actinide chemistry will almost always involve
the aqueous phase, and the aquo complexes of the actinides
can be considered as the prototypical environmental species.
Consequently, they have attracted quite a bit of attention, both,
on the experimental1-18 and theoretical9,11,17,19-34 sides.

In the higher oxidation state of the actinide element (AnV,
AnVI), the stable actinyl unit AnO2n+, n ) 1 or 2 and An) U,
Np, and Pu, is most often formed. Various ligands can
coordinate to the equatorial plane of the molecule. In this article,
we will investigate the pentaaquo complexes of uranyl, neptunyl,
and plutonyl, [AnO2(H2O)5]n+.

Previously,20 we have investigated these same species using
relativistic density functional theory (DFT). DFT35 is the method
of choice for a large fraction of theoretical actinide molecular
science because it accounts for the all-important electron
correlation in an efficient manner.36 In that earlier study,20 we
were successful in predicting properties such as the equatorial
coordination number or the vibrational frequencies. On the other
hand, we have also studied the reduction potential from the AnVI

to the AnV species.20 Upon includingall of (scalar) relativity,
correlation, bulk solvation, spin-orbit, and multiplet effects,
we were able to predict the relative reduction potential correctly
(i.e., Np> Pu > U). However, our absolute calculated values
were uniformly too high by some 2-3 eV as compared to
experiment. At the time, we were unable to draw a firm
conclusion regarding the reason for this discrepancy since a
number of approximations could have been responsible.

Indeed, at least four different levels of approximation are
required in applying quantum chemistry to molecules of the
actinides, viz., (i) an approximate relativistic method, (ii)
approximations for the treatment of the electron-electron
correlation (which, in the case of DFT, amounts to the choice
of an approximate XC functional), (iii) solvent models for the
bulk solvent environment beyond the first coordination sphere,
and (iv) for large ligands that might not be amenable to
computational studies, the choice of truncated model systems.
Here, we have used the actinyl water complexes to test the first
three approximations. We have calculated a number of molecular
properties and compared them to experiment where possible,
thus evaluating the different levels of approximation. In
particular, we have studied bond lengths, vibrational frequencies,
coordination numbers, free energies of solvation, and AnVI/AnV

reduction potentials.
Regarding the relativistic approximation, we used standard

“large-core” effective core potentials37 (LC-ECPs) on the
actinide element as the relativistic approximation in our earlier
study.20 These ECPs treat 78 electrons as core, and the remaining
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14 (uranium), 15 (neptunium), or 16 (plutonium) electrons as
valence. More recently though, evidence has been mounting in
the literature that “small-core” ECPs38 (SC-ECP, treating only
60 electrons as core), although computationally more demanding
due to the larger number of valence electrons, have a tremendous
effect on the calculated properties of actinide molecules. Thus,
SC-ECP calculations give much closer agreement with experi-
ment for a number of molecular properties, including geom-
etries,39,40vibrational frequencies,39,40or ligand NMR chemical
shifts.41-43 Most recently, Batista et al.44 have shown that the
use of SC-ECPs, along with the B3LYP exchange-correlation
(XC) functional,45-47 gives excellent results for the first bond
dissociation energy of UF6. The LC-ECP-B3LYP energy is
much further off as compared to experiment. Batista et al.44

have also discussed possible reasons for the strong influence
of thesseemingly core-typesorbitals that are neglected in the
LC-ECP approach but included in the valence space of the SC-
ECP approach.

As was shown in our earlier paper,20 solvation effects play
an important role in the AnVI/AnV reduction potentials of actinyl
aquo complexes. Thus, the accuracy of the solvation models
employed should be tested.

The most commonly used models for the description of
solvation effects are cluster models (where solvent molecules
are treated explicitly) and continuum models. The solvation of
actinyl complexes has been studied in several articles.

Moskaleva et al.33 calculated hydration energies of uranyl
and protonated uranyl dications using generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) density functionals and several solvation
methods. They showed that the first coordination sphere of
uranyl has to be included in continuum model calculations it
order to obtain reliable hydration energies.

Marsden et al.32 modeled small uranyl cation-water clusters
using up to five water molecules at the MP2 level and up to
eight molecules forming the first and second coordination sphere
of the uranyl aquo complex with a model potential derived from
ab initio results. They conducted global minimum optimization
for the latter case. Interestingly, water molecules in the second
coordination sphere preferred coordination to equatorial waters
of the first coordination sphere over coordination to uranyl
oxygens.

Infante and Visscher48 investigated water clusters surrounding
the [UO2F4]2- and [UO2F4(H2O)]2- complexes. They used a
combined quantum-mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
approach based on GGA-DFT calculations. Up to 72 water
molecules were included in the outer coordination spheres of
the complexes, although no global minimum search has been
done. The best results were obtained when 11 of the second
coordination sphere water molecules were included in the QM
region. The authors reported significant charge transfer from
the complexes to the second coordination sphere waters. This
charge transfer favors heptacoordination for uranium over
hexacoordination.48

In summary, it seems that the effects of the bulk solvent can
be adequately grasped with continuum models, as long as the
first coordination sphere of the actinyl cation is provided
explicitly. On the other hand, charge transfer and polarization
effects were shown to be of importance. They can be described
with cluster solvation models, by explicit inclusion of the second
coordination sphere. Thus, we are going to test continuum,
cluster, and mixed cluster-in-continuum solvation models for
the actinyl aquo complexes.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section provides
details of the computational methods. A section dedicated to

the presentation and discussion of the results follows this. We
begin this section with a discussion of structures and frequencies.
Next, we compare implicit and explicit solvation and discuss
free energies of solvationsa more stringent test of the solvation
model. Finally, we discuss the AnVi/AnV reduction potential that
is the least straightforward of all the properties discussed here.
The final section of the paper provides a summary and
conclusions.

Computational Methods

Calculations were performed using three different programs,
Gaussian0349 (G03), the Amsterdam Density Functional code50-52

(ADF), and Priroda.53-55 All calculations were done with DFT
in the form of either the well-established hybrid B3LYP45-47

or the pure GGA PBE56 XC functionals. The PBE functional
was chosen because it is known35 to be one of the most accurate
GGA functionals available. Harmonic vibrational frequencies
were used to verify the nature of the stationary point when
performing gas-phase geometry optimizations. They were also
used for the thermochemistry. The actinyl water complexes we
study in the present work have many low-lying frequencies. In
the harmonical approximation, this might be a source of some
error in the calculation of the entropies and free energies.
However, estimation of the anharmonic effects is computation-
ally very demanding, and therefore left beyond the scope of
our paper. There is evidence,57 however, that anharmonic
corrections to the zero-point energies contributions to the binding
energy of water clusters are rather small. Thus, neglecting
themsas we did for our explicit solvation calculations (see
below)]swould not lead to significant errors.

In Gaussian, relativistic effects were included by replacing
the core of the actinide element with a SC-ECP according to
Küchle et al.38 We are thus treating 60 electrons as core and
the remainder as part of the variational valence space. Following
earlier studies,58 we used the actinide basis sets that have been
published for the SC-ECP38 but completely uncontracted and
with the most diffuse s, p, d, and f functions removed. The
6-31g(d) all-electron basis sets were used for ligand atoms. For
all the G03 calculations, “ultrafine” integration grids and tight
SCF convergence criteria were used.

Priroda applies a scalar four-component relativistic method
where all spin-orbit terms are separated from scalar terms59

and are neglected.53-55 Unless noted otherwise, we use all-
electron Gaussian basis sets of double-ú-plus-polarization (DZP)
quality for the large component, and the corresponding kineti-
cally balanced basis sets for the small component. The explicit
solvation calculations for the uranium complexes have been
performed with a triple-ú-plus-polarization (TZP) basis set for
the large component (accompanied again by the corresponding
kinetically balanced basis sets for the small component) in order
to achieve a better description of weak intermolecular interac-
tions and reduce basis-set superposition effects. Since TZP-
quality basis sets are not yet available for either Np or Pu, we
have mostly used DZP basis sets, to have a consistent method
for all three elements. It should be noted that both DZP and
TZP yield almost similar results for selected uranium complexes.

The performance of Priroda as applied to the simulation of
actinide molecules has not been evaluated in the literature in
any detail. Hence, we have performed various test calculations
on small molecules such as, for instance, UO2

2+, UO2F2, UOF4,
or UF6. In all cases, we found Priroda to be entirely reliable in
that it gives essentially the same results as other codes (and
thus other relativistic methods), provided the same XC functional
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was used.60,61 We intend to publish a critical evaluation of
different methods as applied to actinide molecules in a separate
paper.60

It should be noted that Priroda makes judicious use of various
methods for accelerating the DFT calculations, both for SCF
and geometry convergence. It is therefore a very efficient code,
despite employing an all-electron four-component relativistic
method and using very tight numerical integration and SCF
convergence criteria.

Currently, no continuum solvation model is available in
Priroda. Solvation effects have therefore been modeled using
the CPCM polarized continuum solvent model62 as implemented
in the Gaussian code, unless otherwise noted. The dielectric
constant for the water solvent was taken as 78.4. We calculated
single-point CPCM energies at gas-phase geometries. Specifi-
cally, we used the G03-B3LYP-optimized geometries for the
B3LYP-CPCM results and Priroda-PBE-optimized geometries
for the G03-PBE-CPCM results. This latter procedure was
chosen because of the difficulties and computational cost of
achieving full geometry convergence within G03. It is fully
justified because of the similarities between the PBE structures
optimized with Priroda and G03.

We have tested the validity of our procedure by reoptimizing
two uranyl complexes, [UO2(H2O)5]2+ and [UO2(H2O)5]+, with
Gaussian03 and PBE, starting from the respective Priroda
structure, and then calculating single-point energies in water
solution using CPCM. This led to changes in the electronic
energy in the gas phase∆E and free energy in solution∆G,
respectively, of-0.58 kcal/mol (UVI) and-0.92 kcal/mol (UV)
for ∆E and-1.77 kcal/mol (UVI) and-0.95 kcal/mol (UV) for
∆G, respectively. The respective change for the AnVI/AnV redox
half reaction in solution amounts to 0.82 kcal/mol, which is
much smaller than various other error sources, thus validating
our approach.

Finally, some calculations were performed also with the scalar
relativistic zeroeth order regular approximation (ZORA)
method63-66 as implemented in the ADF.50-52 This was done
to further estimate solvent effects. We chose an additional code
for this task (i.e., ADF) because, on one hand, the COSMO
solvation model67,68 available in ADF allowed for geometry
optimizations in the presence of the bulk solvent, whereas
CPCM optimizations in G03 consistently failed to converge due
to numerical noise or some other computational instabilities.
On the other hand, we have found ZORA to be of similar quality

as the other relativistic methods employed in this study.60,61The
ADF-ZORA calculations employed the ZORA-TZP all-electron
standard basis sets of ADF, a numerical integration parameter
of 5.5, and the PBE XC functional. In ADF-COSMO calcula-
tions,68 we used the Klamt atomic radii for the oxygen and
hydrogen atoms,69 and an atomic radius of 1.70 Å for the
uranium atom.

The same test cases as for Gaussian03 above, the [UO2-
(H2O)5]2+ and [UO2(H2O)5]+ aquo complexes, were used for
comparing the energy differences between ADF and Priroda
optimized structures. In this case, we find differences of-0.08
kcal/mol (UVI) and +0.91 kcal/mol (UV) for the gas-phase
energy∆E and-1.07 kcal/mol (UVI) and-0.86 kcal/mol (UV)
for ∆G in solvation, correspondingly. The differences are again
very small. The effects of solution on the geometries and
energies will be discussed further below.

In all continuum solvation calculations, vibrational contribu-
tions to the Gibbs free energy were taken from gas-phase
harmonic frequency calculations on the corresponding gas-
phase-optimized geometries. Moreover, for PBE calculations,
values obtained with the Priroda program were used throughout
since we did not recalculate frequencies for all the molecules
with G03 or ADF due to the computational cost. Some examples
(uranyl frequencies) given by PBE with these three different
codes are provided in the Table 2.

Earlier, it was pointed out70 that, for calculations of the
thermodynamics of water molecules in water solution, the
standard state might have to be modified to take into account

TABLE 1: Calculated (Gaussian SC-ECP-B3LYP and LC-ECP-B3LYP;a Priroda DZP Four-Component Scalar Relativistic
PBE) and Experimentalb Bond Lengths and Actinyl Frequencies of [AnO2(H2O)5]n+ Species, An) U, Np, Pu; n ) 1, 2 (Bond
lengths in Å, Frequencies in cm-1)

[UO2(H2O)5]2+ [NpO2(H2O)5]2 + [PuO2(H2O)5]2+

calculated calculated calculated

SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb

R(AndO ) 1.751 1.756 1.776 1.76; 1.78 1.730 1.752 1.758 1.75 1.720 1.742 1.749 1.74
R(AnsOeq)c 2.486 2.516 2.472 2.41 2.470 2.50 2.457 2.42 2.466 2.485 2.453 2.41
νsymm 940 908 884 870; 869 943 854 880 854; 863 912 805 855 833; 835
νasym 1032 1001 971 965; 962 1046 983 977 969 1035 951 970

[UO2(H2O)5]1+ [NpO2(H2O)5]1 + [PuO2(H2O)5]1+

calculated calculated calculated

SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb SC-ECP LC-ECPa Priroda expb

R(AndO) 1.806 1.810 1.824 1.791 1.81 1.807; 1.810 1.83 1.776 1.808 1.796; 1.797 1.81
R(AnsOeq)c 2.585 2.616 2.568 2.588 2.61 2.567 2.50; 2.52 2.577 2.61 2.567 2.47
νsymm 849 840 817 842 794 809 767 824 718 798 748
νasym 913 909 875 922 904 884 824 915 871 883

a Hay et al., ref 20.b Experimental data1-3,6,9 cited from Hay et al.20 c Average.

TABLE 2: Calculated PBE (Gaussian SC-ECP, ADF scalar
ZORA TZP, Priroda TZP and Priroda DZP
Four-Component Scalar Relativistic) Bond Lengths and
Actinyl Frequencies of [UO2(H2O)5]n+ Species;n ) 1, 2
(Bond Lengths in Å, Frequencies in cm-1)

SC-ECP ADF ZORA Priroda-TZP Priroda-DZP

[UO2(H2O)5]2+

R(UdO) 1.771 1.776 1.778 1.776
R(UsOeq)a 2.467 2.486 2.482 2.472
νsymm 887 884 897 884
νasym 981 975 991 971

[UO2(H2O)5]1+

R(UdO) 1.817 1.825 1.826 1.824
R(UsOeq)a 2.574 2.599 2.586 2.568
νsymm 819 810 823 817
νasym 885 870 883 875

a Average.
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the reduction of its translation entropy. This can be done70 by
setting the water pressure to 1354 atm (value derived from the
liquid water density of 997.02 kg/m3) instead of 1. At 298 K,
this would contribute-4.3 kcal/mol in Gibbs free energy of
any reaction involving water, per single water on the left side
of its equation.

All calculations have been performed using the scalar
relativistic approximation, i.e., neglecting spin-orbit effects.
For structures and frequencies, this is generally believed to be
a valid approach.60,61,71,72However, neglecting spin-orbit effects
is clearly insufficient in determining energetics for reactions
where the formal oxidation state of the heavy metal is not
constant as is the case for the reduction potentials. Moreover,
while DFT is, in principle, an exact theory, approximate XC
functionals currently in use do not account for multiplet effects
that become relevant for fn systems withn > 1. We include
both effects in an ad hoc fashion using the same approach as in
our previous paper20 where corrections had been determined
for PuO2

q+ species,q ) 1, 2, 3 using spin-orbit configuration
interaction, SO-CI. These corrections were then transferred
directly to the different AnO2n+-water complexes. (This
approach amounts to assuming a weak ligand field for the aquo
complexesandtransferability of the results from Hartree-Fock-
based SO-CI to DFT.) The accuracy of this approach and the
nontrivial problem of “double-counting” correlation effects has
been discussed in our previous paper20 where we have also
compared the SO-CI results to other calculations. As the results
below illustrate, it appears to be not a serious problems
although, of course, the ad hoc approach taken here is somewhat
unsatisfactory from a purely theoretical point of view.

Results and Discussion

Geometries and Vibrational Frequencies.Calculated (gas-
phase) geometries and actinyl frequencies of the actinyl penta-
aquo complexes are compiled in Table 1 where they are also
compared to the available experimental data1-6,8,9,20as well as
to our earlier results that were obtained with the LC-ECP
method.20 As in that study, the penta-aquo complexes show
geometries that are slightly distorted fromC5 symmetry, with
one of the water molecules bending out of the equatorial plane.
As an example, Figure 1 shows the optimized structure of [UO2-
(H2O)5]2+.

The axial (actinyl) bond lengths are shorter with the SC-ECP-
B3LYP method than predicted by the older LC-ECP-B3LYP
calculations (by up to 0.03 Å), leading to an overbinding, i.e.,
bond lengths that are too short. This is in contrast to earlier
studies where SC-ECP calculations led to improved bond lengths
(and consequently frequencies) for AnF6 species and UF6
derivatives.39,40,42,44The SC-ECP-B3LYP equatorial bond lengths,
on the other hand, are closer to experiment than the older LC-
ECP-B3LYP values that were overestimated by about 0.1 Å in
each case.

In addition to the hybrid DFT calculations (B3LYP), we have
also optimized the structures with the GGA functional PBE. In
Table 1, we show results of PBE optimizations that are based
on the scalar-relativistic four-component approach as imple-
mented in Priroda.

As noted in the previous section, reoptimizing the uranyl(V)
and (VI) penta-aquo complexes with either the G03-based SC-
ECP-PBE or the ADF-ZORA-PBE approaches did not lead to
any marked differences in energetics. Table 2 contains the
corresponding gas-phase-optimized geometries and uranyl vi-
brational frequencies for these complexes obtained by the
different PBE methods employed in this study: Gaussian03’s

SC-ECP, scalar ZORA (ADF), and both DZP and TZP bases
with the Priroda code. Differences in uranyl frequencies never
exceed 15 cm-1. The methods with smaller ligand basis sets,
SC-ECP and Priroda-DZP, tend to give slightly shorter U-O
bond lengths than those with triple-ú quality ligand basis sets
(ADF-ZORA and Priroda-TZP). Nonetheless, the uranium-to-
actinyl-oxygen distances as well as the average equatorial
distances given by these methods are very close.

For that reason, costly reoptimizations of the Priroda PBE
geometries with Gaussian or ADF have not been pursued any
further in this work.

PBE-optimized structures show better agreement with experi-
ment than SC-ECP-B3LYP-optimized structures for both the
axial (actinyl) and equatorial bond lengths (Table 1). The former
are elongated by about 0.03 Å (AnVI) and 0.02 Å (AnV),

Figure 1. Optimized structures (Priroda-TZP, PBE) of (a) [UO2-
(H2O)4]2+, (b) [UO2(H2O)5]2+, and (c) [UO2(H2O)6]2+.
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respectively, thus correcting the apparent overbinding of the
B3LYP method. Equatorial bond lengths are, on the other hand,
0.01-0.02 Å shorter with PBE than with the SC-ECP-B3LYP
method, and thus closer to experiments although they are still
longer than the available experimental values.

Calculated vibrational frequencies along the actinyl axis
follow the same trend as the respective bond lengths: The new
SC-ECP-B3LYP calculations show overbinding, and conse-
quently the agreement with the available experimental data has
deteriorated as compared to the older LC-ECP-B3LYP results.
The PBE frequencies, on the other hand, are comparable in
quality to the older LC-ECP-B3LYP values, Table 1. One should
keep in mind that most of the experimental frequency data is
relatively old and as such associated with a comparatively large
error margin.

In going from left to right along the actinide series (i.e., from
U to Np to Pu), the actinide contraction is clearly evident from
the data. As has been noted earlier,20 the actinyl bond becomes
both shorter and weaker along the series, due to the decreasing
size of the f orbitals and thus decreasing covalent character of
the bonds.

As a minor point, we need to mention one problem with some
of the PuVI calculations. For fn species (n g 1), one would expect
the n f electrons to singly occupy molecular orbitals that are
essentially nonbonding f orbitals on the metal. Without con-
sidering spin-orbit, one would further expect these singly
occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO) that correspond to the
unpaired electrons to be the highest-occupied molecular orbitals.
Careful inspection of the results show that this is, indeed, the
case for all calculations except [Pu(H2O)5]2+ if calculated with
the SC-ECP-B3LYP approach. For this one data point only,
we obtain a highly spin-polarized UHF configurationsi.e.,
certain occupied ligand orbitals (essentially oxygen lone pairs
on the water ligands) have a higher energy than the two metal-
based SOMOs. This will havesomeeffect on the calculated
energetics of the system. However, the effect is expected to be
modest, given that the correct MO occupations are preserveds
even if their ordering is slightly wrong. Interestingly, calculating
the same system with the PBE approach (SC-ECP or scalar four-
component) yields the correct result (that is also in line with
all the other complexes) in that the two f-based SOMOs have
the highest energy among occupied orbitals.

The structures and frequencies of the bare actinyl species
AnO2

n+ (that enter the left-hand side of eq 4, see below) are
summarized in Table 3 where we have also included the
theoretical bond order as calculated with the Priroda code. The

calculated bond lengths show again the actinide contraction in
going from U to Pu, whereas frequencies and bond orders
demonstrate again the trend of decreasing bond strengths along
the series. Nonetheless, all six species show appreciable triple
bond character for the actinyl bond. Bare actinyl species have
been studied extensively by various theoretical methods (e.g.,
refs 19, 20, 28, 39, and 73-79). However, a detailed discussion
of bare actinyls is beyond the scope of the current paper.

Equatorial Coordination Number of Uranyl(VI). It is well
established, based on extended X-ray absorption fine structure,
NMR, and by analogy with X-ray studies on uranyl-containing
crystals, that the dominating form of the uranyl(VI) complexes
in water is the pentaaquo complex.5-9 To have the five water
molecules in the first coordination shell of uranyl(VI), the free
energy of the reaction 1 should be negative and the one of
reaction 2 positive

Results of some previous calculations20,25are summarized in
Table 4.

As mentioned in the Introduction, we were able to predict
the correct equatorial coordination number for the UVI complex
using the older LC-ECP-B3LYP approach and the BSJ80

continuum solvation model.20 The latter was proven to be of
critical importance, because gas-phase LC-ECP-B3LYP calcula-
tions predicted a negative free energy of reaction 2. However,
a uranyl complex with five waters in the first and the sixth water
in the second coordination sphere of the metal was found to
have a lower energy than the hexa-aquo complex.20

Tsushima et al.25 came to the same conclusion using the same
LC-ECPs combined with the B3LYP functional and the PCM81

continuum solvation model. While optimizations were per-
formed with the same 6-31g* basis for the ligand atoms, they
calculated energies using bigger polarized sets such as
6-311++g**. They used a supermolecule approach, comparing
energies of the complexes [UO2(H2O)4](H2O)2+ vs [UO2-
(H2O)5]2+ and [UO2(H2O)5](H2O)2+ vs [UO2(H2O)6]2+, respec-
tively. To make the numbers comparable, we derived the
energies of reactions 1 and 2 from the data provided in the
article25 (Table 4). Since there is no data for isolated tetra-aquo
complex available in the article, we used the energies of [UO2-
(H2O)4](H2O)2+ and [UO2(H2O)5](H2O)2+ in our estimation of
the energetics of eq 1 (footnote c to Table 4). If calculated that

TABLE 3: Calculated Geometries, Vibrational Frequencies, and Bond Orders of the Bare Actinyl Species AnO2n+

G03 SC-ECP B3LYP

bond length (Å) symmetric stretching frequency (cm-1) asymmetric stretching frequency (cm-1)

UO2
2+ 1.702 1037 1137

UO2
1+ 1.746 953 1025

NpO2
2+ 1.685 1031 1141

NpO2
1+ 1.725 956 1039

PuO2
2+ 1.683 980 1115

PuO2
1+ 1.721 924 1024

Priroda DZP four-component scalar PBE

bond length (Å) symmetric stretching frequency (cm-1) asymmetric stretching frequency (cm-1) AndO bond order

UO2
2+ 1.724 965 1060 2.53

UO2
1+ 1.777 896 969 2.47

NpO2
2+ 1.723 934 1044 2.49

NpO2
1+ 1.757 883 973 2.46

PuO2
2+ 1.713 901 1030 2.45

PuO2
1+ 1.743 (convergence failure)

[UO2(H2O)4]
2+ + H2O f [UO2(H2O)5]

2+ (1)

[UO2(H2O)5]
2+ + H2O f [UO2(H2O)6]

2+ (2)
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way, the free energy of reaction 1 in solution gets positive,
meaning that the preferred equatorial coordination number of
uranyl(VI) is four. The standard-state correction for the transla-
tion entropy of water (see the Computational Details section)
decreases the free energies of reactions 1 and 2 by-4.3 kcal/
mol. In this way, Tsushima et al.25 predict the correct five-
coordination (Table 4, last column).

In summary, it seems that the results are highly sensitive to
various factors: the accuracy of the gas-phase calculation, the
solvation method and entropy effects. In the current study, we
are using a different relativistic method (SC-ECP, ZORA, or
scalar four-component all-electron Priroda vs LC-ECP) and
different continuum models (COSMO and CPCM). Thus, we
need to make sure that, by making these modifications, we do
not lose features of the previous approach that were essentially
right. First, we exploited the approach from our earlier paper,20

treating the incoming water molecule separately in the CPCM-
modeled bulk water.

The complexes [UO2(H2O)4]2+ and [UO2(H2O)6]2+ were
optimized in the gas phase using both G03-SC-ECP-BLYP and
Priroda-TZP-PBE. The Priroda structures are shown in Figure
1. The uranyl distances for the tetra-aquo complex are 1.746
(G03) and 1.773 Å (Priroda) correspondingly; equatorial U-O
bond lengths are 2.427 and 2.421 Å. The hexa-aquo complex
was found to be a minimum on the potential-energy surface by
both methods. It has a distorted geometry, with the water ligands
bending out of the uranyl equatorial plane (Figure 1c). Priroda-
TZP-PBE predicts a fairly bent geometry of the uranyl unit in
that complex, with a OdUdO angle of 163.7°; similarly, G030-
SC-ECP-B3LYP gives 166.6°. The uranyl distances for the
hexaaquo complex are 1.758 (G03) and 1.788 Å (Priroda); the
averaged equatorial bond lengths 2.547 and 2.537 Å, cor-
respondingly. The actinyl distances increase slightly with the
increase of the equatorial coordination number of uranyl(VI)
from four to five to six.

The gas-phase energies provided by SC-ECP-B3LYP for the
reaction 1 are in agreement with those of our earlier LC-ECP-
B3LYP calculations20 and systematically more exoenergetic than
those of Tsusima et al.25 (Table 4). Unlike the latter, inclusion
of solvation effects by means of the CPCM model leads to a
favorable free energy of addition of the fifth water molecule
even without applying corrections for the translational enthalpy
of water in water. Scalar four-component Priroda-TZP-PBE
systematically underbinds as compared to B3LYP but gives the
qualitatively same result.

For the process of adding the sixth water, in reaction 2, our
SC-ECP-B3LYP gives gas-phase energies that are less negative
than the old LC-ECP calculations.20 However, combined with
CPCM solvation, it leads to a negative free energy for reaction
2, therefore predicting the most stable coordination number to

be six. Inclusion of the translation entropy correction would
make it even more exothermic (Table 4, last column). Priroda-
TZP calculations yield an exoenergetic∆Gsolv

298 for (2) in
CPCM-modeled water. This becomes thermoneutral after the
entropy correction.

In summary, both SC-ECP-B3LYP and Priroda-TZP-PBE
yield larger gas-phase free energies of reaction 2 as compared
to the older LC-ECP calculations;20 however, the situation in
solution becomes very different. To test the influence of the
particular continuum model, we also applied the COSMO-PCM
solvation model67 (Table 4, values in parentheses). COSMO-
PCM differs from CPCM only with respect to the generation
of the solvent-accessible surface, by employing the original
Klamt radii67 for the atoms instead of the topological VA0 model
used in CPCM.49 The results gets changed considerably again
for the SC-ECP-B3LYP method, and the preferred coordination
number becomes definitely five. At the same time, no significant
changes occur for the Priroda-TZP-PBE calculations.

Finally, it shall be noted that, according to the data of
Tsushima et al.,25 explicit inclusion of some of the water
molecules in the second coordination sphere can change things
again, favoring lover coordination numbers.

Explicit Solvation and Continuum Solvation Models.As
already seen in the previous section, the actinyl aquo complexes
provide an excellent testing ground not only for the approxima-
tions made to describe relativity and electron correlation
(discussed elsewhere in this paper) but also for the solvent
model. In other words, we want to further assess whether our
protocol for estimating solvent effects is adequate. (This protocol
comprises gas-phase geometry optimizations of the complexes
including their first coordination sphere, followed by single-
point energies including CPCM or COSMO solvation. These
two continuum solvation models are equivalent and differ mainly
in the atomic radii used to generate the solvent-accessible
surface.) We have optimized the uranyl(VI) and (V) complexes
at different levels of explicit and implicit solvation.

In Tables 5 and 6, we compare the bare uranyl species
[UO2]n+, n ) 1, 2, the gas-phase water complexes [UO2-
(H2O)5]n+ (first solvation sphere included), and the latter
molecules with additionalk water molecules, representing the
second solvation sphere, [UO2(H2O)5]n+‚kH2O (k ) 5, 7, 10,
or 12). The k ) 7 and 12 geometries were obtained by
performing full geometry optimizations from structures that
contain one second-coordination-sphere solvent (water) molecule
per axial uranyl oxygen and one ([UO2(H2O)5]n+‚7H2O) or two
([UO2(H2O)5]n+‚12H2O) solvent molecules, respectively, per
first-coordination-sphere water molecule. The structures for
([UO2(H2O)5]n+‚5H2O) and ([UO2(H2O)5]n+‚10H2O) were ob-
tained in a similar fashion but with no waters attached to the
uranyl oxygens, see below.

TABLE 4: Addition of the Fifth and Sixth Water Molecule to the [UO 2(H2O)4]2+ Complex: Calculated Reaction Energies in
Water Solution, kcal/mol

reaction, reference method
∆E298

gas phase
∆G298

gas phase
∆G298,

solvationa
∆G298, solvation,

with Stranslcorrections applieda

1, this work SC-ECP B3LYP -28.5 -21.5 -11.5 (-6.8) -15.8 (-11.1)
1, this work Priroda-DZP PBE -24.9 -15.8 -5.5 (-0.6) -9.8 (-4.9)
2, this work SC-ECP B3LYP -18.9 -4.0 -3.9 (8.2) -8.2 (3.9)
2, this work Priroda-DZP PBE -16.7 -4.7 4.2 (4.0) -0.1 (-0.3)
1, ref 20 LC-ECP B3LYP -28.9 -19.3 -2.3 -6.6
2, ref 20 LC-ECP B3LYP -22.4 -9.7 5.7 1.4
1, ref 25 LC-ECP B3LYPb,c -20.1 -9.4 1.1 -3.2
2, ref 25 LC-ECP B3LYPb 3.8 10.9 26.1 21.8

a Values in parentheses are with COSMO-PCM solvation; for others, see text.b Derived from data provided in the Table 1 in ref 25.c Since no
data is provided for UO2(H2O)4 in ref 25, this has been calculated for tetra- and penta-aquo complexes of uranyl containing one water molecule in
the second coordination sphere.
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These (gas-phase) calculations were done using the four-
component scalar relativistic method Priroda-TZP. Here, it is
imperative to use a more extensive basis set than the DZP basis
employed elsewhere in this paper to describe the relatively weak
intermolecular interactions between the uranyl complex and the
second solvation sphere. Moreover, we have included in Tables
5 and 6 calculations of the various explicitly solvated species
under the presence of the bulk solvent as modeled by the
COSMO solvation model.68 We did not intend to cover the entire
conformational space, or to search for the global energy
minimum and because of that, the calculated energies will have
some uncertainties. Nevertheless, a number of conclusions can
be drawn.

Let us start with a qualitative discussion of the explicitly
solvated complexes. Figure 2 shows the (gas-phase)-optimized
structures for some of the UVI complexes containing water
molecules in the second coordination sphere. Upon inspection
of these structures, it is evident that the uranyl (VI) oxygens
are not prone to forming hydrogen bonds. Instead, the solvent
molecules that were attached to these oxygens in the starting
structure for the seven-water complex shift to the equatorial
positions where they form part of the extended hydrogen-bond
network around the equatorial ligands. The twelve-water
complex shows one hydrogen bond per uranyl oxygen, after
each of the hydrogen atoms in the first solvation sphere is
saturated with its corresponding solvent molecule. The situation
is slightly different for the UV species. The uranyl bond is
weaker in this case. This goes along with a larger negative
charge at the uranyl oxygens, and therefore stronger tendency
of these axial ligands to participate in the hydrogen bond
network with the solvent.

To exploit this observation (and to collect more data on
clusters of different size as well) we then performed calculations
on the clusters with the two waters originally coordinated to
the uranyl oxygens removed, i.e., with 5 and 10 water molecules

in the second solvation sphere, [UO2(H2O)5]n+‚5H2O and [UO2-
(H2O)5]n+‚10H2O, correspondingly. Figure 3 shows the opti-
mized structures with five waters in the second coordination
sphere. Interestingly, for the uranium(V) complexes, the water
moleculess prefer to move back to form hydrogen bonds with
the uranyl oxygen. This is illustrated in Figure 3b for [UO2-
(H2O)5]n+‚5H2O. Complexes of uranium(VI) do not do that, as
can be seen in Figure 3a.

Calculated and experimental1-3,6,9 bond lengths and uranyl
frequencies are summarized in Table 5. We notice the following
trends. Explicit solvation beyond the first coordination sphere
leads to decreased equatorial bond lengths. Recalling the earlier
discussion of the (gas-phase) bond lengths, we note that the
equatorial bond lengths were overestimated by all methods.
These are improved considerably in the microsolvated structures
(clusters) as is evident for the UVI species where experimental
bond lengths are available. Explicit (cluster) solvation leads to
longer axial bond lengths, and an accompanying decrease in
the respective harmonic frequencies. For the PBE (Priroda four-
component scalar) calculations shown in Table 5, this leads to
increased deviations from experiment, at least for the UVI

species. However, we had noted earlier that the B3LYP
calculations led to (gas-phase) overbinding along the uranyl axis,
Table 1. It is expected that the trend shown in Table 5 would
be similar for SC-ECP-B3LYP calculations, which then would
improve the uranyl bond lengths and frequencies, rather then
worsen them, as is the case for the PBE calculations.

Including effects of the bulk solvent by means of the COSMO
model68 leads to contraction of the equatorial bond lengths by,
on average, 0.07 Å for the [UO2(H2O)5]2+ species, leading to
excellent agreement with the experimental data. The bulk solvent
has much less influence on the axial bond lengths or the
equatorial bond lengths in the explicitly solvated systems. The
influence is markedly smaller for the uranyl(V) species than

TABLE 5: Calculated Geometry Parameters and Uranyl Frequencies of [UO2(H2O)5]n+, n ) 1, 2, for Different Levels of
Explicit Solvation (Priroda Four-Component Scalar and ADF-ZORA-COSMO PBE Calculations; Bond Lengths in Å,
Frequencies in cm-1)

[UO2(H2O)5]2+ [UO2(H2O)5]2+‚5H2O [UO2(H2O)5]2+‚7H2O [UO2(H2O)5]2+‚10H2O [UO2(H2O)5]2+‚12H2O

gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc Exp.a

R(UdO) 1.778 1.782, 1.781 1.784 1.797 1.802, 1.790 1.803, 1.799 1.816, 1.794 1.802, 1.810 1.817 1.816, 1.818 1.76, 1.78
R(AnsOeq)b 2.482 2.410 2.468 2.436 2.444 2.430 2.437 2.429 2.388 2.410 2.41
νsymm 898 883 856 840 822, 816d 870, 869
νasym 991 974 967 954 898, 890d 965, 962

[UO2(H2O)5]1+ [UO2(H2O)5]1+‚5H2O [UO2(H2O)5]1+‚7H2O [UO2(H2O)5]1+‚10H2O [UO2(H2O)5]1+‚12H2O

gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc gas phase solvatedc

R(UdO) 1.826 1.844 1.866 1.867 1.885, 1.853 1.883, 1.861 1.856, 1.905 1.861, 1.887 1.894, 1.910 1.889
R(AnsOeq)b 2.587 2.566 2.579 2.566 2.546 2.538 2.524 2.532 2.506 2.523
νsymm 823 770 745 708, 720d 703, 724d

νasym 883 862 790, 828 -d 786d

a Experimental data1-3,6,9cited from Hay et al.20 b Average.c Bulk solvation effects estimated with the COSMO method (ADF).d These vibrations
are strongly coupled with ligand modes.

TABLE 6: Energy of the Uranyl Half Reaction [UO 2]2+ + e- f [UO2]1+, Reaction 3, for Different Levels of Water
Coordination (Gas-Phase Priroda-TZP Four-Component Scalar and ADF-ZORA-COSMO PBE Calculations)

∆E UVI/UV (eV)

complex gas phase
COSMO solvation,

gas-phase geometries
COSMO solvation,

COSMO-optimized geometries

bare UO2
n+ -14.94 -4.22 -4.17

[UO2(H2O)5]n+ -9.78 -4.72 -4.72
[UO2(H2O)5]n+‚5H2O -8.14 -4.27 -4.31
[UO2(H2O)5]n+‚7H2O -8.47 -4.50 -4.43
[UO2(H2O)5]n+‚10H2O -8.28 -4.57 -4.46
[UO2(H2O)5]n+‚12H2O -8.08 -4.58 -4.50
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for the uranyl(VI) complex. This can be readily understood from
the smaller charge, 1+ vs 2+ for the uranyl(VI) systems.

Overall, it appears as though the equatorial bond lengths that
were overestimated by gas phase calculations (Table 1, see
above) are correctly reproduced by either explicit or implicit
solvationsboth methods give similar bond lengths. On the other
hand, combining microsolvation with continuum solvation (i.e.,
embedding the larger clusters into the continuum model for the
remainder of the solvent) leads to slightly fluctuating results
for the bond lengths, with no monotonic trend apparent.
However, in all cases, the bond lengths are closer to experiment
than the pure gas-phase ones, Table 5.

Table 6 provides the electronic energy∆E for the uranyl half-
reaction

Let us start again with the explicitly solvated models (gas-
phase calculations). Not surprisingly, the first coordination
sphere has a strong influence on this energy, as seen from the
gas-phase calculations. Adding waters to the second coordination
sphere leads to changes between 1.3 and 1.7 eV. However, the
effect of the bulk solvent (as modeled with the COSMO68

method) is much larger, and amounts to between 10.7 eV for
the bare uranyl and 3.5 eV for [UO2(H2O)5]n+‚12H2O. Thus,
the supermolecular approach (microsolvation) appears to be
unable to capture the solvent response in its entirety. However,
when COSMO solvation is included, the energy corresponding
to eq 3 is relatively stable upon inclusion of second-coordina-
tion-sphere water molecules. Thus, COSMO appears to capture
the major part of the solvent effect. Reoptimizing the structures
in the presence of the bulk solvent has relatively little influence
on their total energies and therefore the reaction energy of eq
2, see Table 6. (For the biggest cluster with twelve water
molecules in the second coordination sphere, the total energy
was lowered by 5.3 kcal/mol for uranium(VI) and 3.4 kcal/mol
for uranium(V) complexes due to COSMO optimization. The
effect is smaller for the other species.)

We will come back to the AnVI/AnV reduction potential
below.

Free Energy of Hydration. A further test for our solvation
models is provided by calculating the free energies of hydration
according to the reaction

The free energy of hydration of the uranyl(VI) ion UO2
2+ has

Figure 2. Optimized structure of the solvated UVI complexes (a) [UO2-
(H2O)5]2+‚7H2O and (b) [UO2(H2O)5]2+‚12H2O.

[UO2]
2+ + e- f [UO2]

1+ (3)

Figure 3. Optimized structure of the solvated uranium complexes (a)
[UVIO2(H2O)5]2+‚5H2O and (b) [UVO2(H2O)5] +‚5H2O.

AnO2
n+ + 5H2O (aq)f [AnO2(H2O)5]

n+ (aq) (n ) 1, 2)
(4)
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been studied earlier by Moskaleva et al.33 Here, we extend these
studies to Np and Pu, as well as to the respective AnV species.
Moreover, we use the free energies of hydration as a further
test of our theoretical models that differ from those used by
Moskaleva et al.33

The free energy of reaction 4 can be calculated in two
different ways. We can consider the five water molecules
forming the first coordination sphere (or the 5+ k waters
forming the first and second coordination spheres) as indepen-
dent and treat them as separate molecules that are solvated as
modeled by a continuum model. Alternatively, we can perform
a gas-phase optimization of a cluster of these water molecules
and calculate the bulk solvent effects for this cluster using a
continuum model. We will explore and compare both procedures
below.

First, we explore the effects of the first and second coordina-
tion spheres on uranyl(V) and (VI) within the COSMO
continuum model using the “independent waters” approach. The
corresponding gas-phase free energies of the reaction 4,∆G298,
the changes in free energies due to COSMO solvation,∆∆Gsolv,
and the total hydration free energies∆G298

hydr are provided in
Table 7 for the bare uranyls, the penta-aquo complexes, and
clusters of the latter with 5, 7, 10, and 12 waters in the second
coordination sphere. Results are provided for both single-point
calculations and reoptimization within COSMO. The difference
in the corresponding energies due to reoptimization in the
solvent phase is not significant (Table 7).

Solvation energies are high for bare uranyls within COSMO-
modeled water, Table 7. Inclusion of the five first solvation
sphere waters lowers the solvation energy, as well as the total
hydration free energy.

Inclusion of water molecules in the second coordination
sphere further decreases the hydration energies (calculated using
the “independent waters” scheme), Table 7. When more waters
are added, the gas-phase binding energy∆G298 of the uranyl-
including cluster increases slower than the COSMO solvation
energy∆Gsolv falls with the explicit inclusion of water mol-
ecules, as one should expect. However, accounting for the
standard-state correction for the translation entropy of the each
individual water molecule will make∆G298

hydr rise again, since
the correction is proportional to the number of water molecules.

The free energy of hydration of uranyl can also be calculated
by the alternative “clustered water” approach as described above.
This adds some further uncertainties due to many close lying
configurations that are possible for the water clusters. Moreover,

many possible combinations of water clusters of different sizes
can be imagined. (For instance, which is preferable, a single
15-water cluster or three 5-water clusters?) A recent example
of the application of a mixed cluster continuum solvation model
and the “clustered water” scheme for a complexes of dichloro-
platinum(II)82 showed strong fluctuations in the solvation
energies: an increase in the number of second solvation sphere
waters from four to eight led to a 10 kcal/mol difference as
compared to both four-water and pure-continuum schemes which
were consistent with each other.

In our work, we did not aim to determine global minima for
the either the clusters of water around uranyl species or the pure
water clusters. In the literature, there are papers dealing with
water clusters of medium size. Maheshwari et al.83 optimized
such clusters at the Hartree-Fock level of theory, and recently
Lenz et al.84 at the B3LYP level. It was shown that the most
stable water clusters are those formed from pentagonal or cubical
substructures. We have taken a number of the most stable cluster
configurations for 5, 10, 12, 15, and 17 water molecules as
published in refs 83 and 84 and reoptimized them with the
Priroda-TZP-PBE method. The final structures we have taken
for our thermochemistry calculations were clusters correspond-
ing to structures 5, 10B, 12A, 15A, and 17B from Maheshwari’s
paper.83 The gas-phase geometries of the water clusters were
treated with ADF-COSMO using the same procedure as for
microsolvated uranyl complexes. Resulting Gibbs free energies
are provided in Table 7 in parentheses.

First, we note that the gas-phase∆G298 does not grow as fast
for the “clustered-waters” approach as it did for the “independent-
waters”. This is because now,∆G298 includes water cluster
binding energies. One could view this as a benefit as compared
to the “independent-waters” scheme because it can somewhat
cancel out errors arising from the DFT treatment of the finite-
size clusters.∆∆Gsolv, which is now the change in solvation
energy due to placing a uranyl cation into a solvated water
cluster, is now more negative. It increases (i.e., gets less
negative) with increasing cluster size, but this increase is slower
than for the “independent-waters” approach. Thus, the total
hydration free energies obtained by the method do not decrease
(although they fluctuate slightly). They look reasonably con-
verged (Table 7), unlike those reported by Hush et al.82 for
neutral platinum complexes. The difference between 7 and 12
waters in the second coordination sphere is now about 2 kcal/
mol. The hydration energies are between corrected and uncor-
rected results obtained in the “independent-waters” approach

TABLE 7: Energies of Hydration of the Uranyl Cations with Different Solvation Models (Gas-Phase Priroda TZP
Four-Component Scalar and ADF-ZORA-COSMO PBE calculations; in kcal/mol); Energies Correspond to the Following
Reaction: UO2

n+ + mH2O f [UO2(H2O)l]n+‚(m - l)H2O; l ) 0 for Bare UO2
n+ and l ) 5 Otherwise, andm Independent Water

Molecules (Values in Parenthesis Are Calculated Relatively to the (H2O)m Clusters, See Text for Details)

complex
∆G298

gas phasea
∆∆Gsolv COSMO,

gas-phase geometriesb
∆∆Gsolv COSMO,

solvation-optimized geometriesb
∆G298

hydr COSMO,
salvation-optimized geometries

∆G298
hydr

correctedc

bare UO2
2+ 0.0 -462.6 -467.5 -467.5

[UO2(H2O)5]2+ -197.8 (-208.1) -163.5 (-178.2) -164.6 (-179.0) -362.4 (-387.0) -383.89
[UO2(H2O)5]2+‚5H2O -246.3 (-243.8) -133.1 (-143.3) -135.8 (-144.8) -382.1 (-388.6) -425.1
[UO2(H2O)5]2+‚7H2O -263.9 (-252.2) -88.0 (-141.3) -92.3 (-144.5) -356.2 (-396.7) -407.83
[UO2(H2O)5]2+‚10H2O -278.8 (-260.3) -67.8 (-133.4) -72.7 (-136.7) -351.5 (-397.0) -415.9
[UO2(H2O)5]2+‚12H2O -285.4 (-265.8) -51.8 (-125.0) -57.1 (-128.3) -342.5 (-394.1) -415.58
Bare UO2

+ 0.0 -220.0 -224.0 -224.0
[UO2(H2O)5]+ -79.4 (-74.9) -43.0 (-57.7) -43.8 (-58.2) -123.3 (-133.1) -144.78
[UO2(H2O)5]+‚5H2O -96.4 (-85.9) -43.0 (-53.2) -43.8 (-55.4) -123.3 (-141.3) -153.1
[UO2(H2O)5]+‚7H2O -107.5 (-95.8) 7.4 (-46.0) 4.7 (-47.5) -102.8 (-143.2) -154.4
[UO2(H2O)5]+‚10H2O -116.5 (-100.2) 22.2 (-43.3) 20.0 (-44.0) -96.5 (-144.1) -161.0
[UO2(H2O)5]+‚12H2O -120.2 (-100.6) 32.7 (-40.5) 29.3 (-42.0) -90.9 (-142.5) -164.0

a Priroda-PBE calculations.b ADF-COSMO-PBE calculations,∆∆Gsolv ) ∆Gsolv(complex)- m∆Gsolv(H2O). c Translational entropy of water
decreased, see text.
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and closer to the corrected ones. We believe that for the
“clustered-waters” model the standard-state corrections can be
neglected since water molecules forming clusters do not have
the extra translational freedom. The correction for the entire
cluster will be equal to or smaller than that for a single water
molecule, and it will decrease with the size of the cluster. Thus,
the correction would not influence the convergence of hydration
energies with respect to cluster size.

Comparing theory and experiment is not straightforward in
this case. In a recent article,18 accurate experimental enthalpies
of hydration are provided for uranyl, neptunyl, plutonyl, and
americyl mono- and dications, derived from mass-spectrometric
and thermochemical measurements. However, the result of
calculations with continuum solvation models such as CPCM
or COSMO is essentially a free energy, not an enthalpy.
Deriving the enthalpy and entropy contributions from its
although possible by differentiation of the free energy with
respect to temperaturesposes severe methodological problems.70

Thus, we have estimated the experimental free energies of
hydration of uranyls by using the enthalpies according to the
recent data by Gibson et al.,18 as well as entropy contributions
as estimated by Marcus et al.85,86The latter references provide
data only for the uranium (VI) species (-78.6 cal/(mol K)).
No experimental entropy of hydration is available for uranyl-
(V) or for the other actinyl(V) species. However, it is known86

that monocations usually have higher (i.e., less negative) values
for the hydration entropy than dications of comparable nature.
By that analogy, we expect∆S298

hydr for actinyl(V) species to
be approximately 0 cal/(mol K). We therefore estimate the
hydration Gibbs free energies of actinyl(V) species to be equal
to the corresponding enthalpies. All of the above gives us
“experimental” values for∆G298

hydr equal to-421.4 and-169.5
kcal/mol for the uranyl(VI) and (V), respectively. The values
have error bars about(15 kcal/mol.

Let us compare the values of calculated hydration Gibbs
energies in Table 7 against these estimated experimental values.
In agreement with the findings of Moskaleva et al.33 for UVI,
one can see that the COSMO energies of bare uranyls are
overestimated. Explicit inclusion of the five water molecules
in the first coordination sphere greatly improves hydration
energies, although they are now underestimated as compared
to experiment. For the “independent-waters” scheme, there is
agreement with the experiment in the case of the [UO2(H2O)5]-
(H2O)12

n+ complexes (although the convergence with respect
to the number of water molecules is not yet known.) The
“clustered-waters” scheme shows results that are slightly

underestimated as compared to experiment but seems converged
at [UO2(H2O)5](H2O)7n+. Thus, both schemes of calculation
seem to show comparable results; including the second solvation
sphere of the complexes leads to Gibbs free energies of
hydration that are more negative as compared to first-sphere
only calculation by a few tens of kcal/mol. It should be noted
that the effect of the second coordination sphere is fairly
systematic and of similar value for both uranium(VI) and (V)
complexes, which means that for the calculations of the AnVI/
AnV reduction potentials (see below) these effects would cancel
out.

We conclude that the most practical solvation model should
comprise gas-phase-optimized actinyl complexes including the
water molecules of the first solvation sphere combined with a
continuum solvation model for the remainder of the solvent.

The free energies of hydration for all the AnV and AnVI

species calculated with that model are shown in Table 8. For
simplicity, we use the “independent-waters” scheme of calcula-
tions, so the corrections to the Gibbs free energies must be
applied. We have also included the various contributions, as
well as the experimental values.18,85,86

As was mentioned above, there are no experimental hydration
entropies available for the neptunyls and plutonyls, neither AnVI

nor AnV. However, we assume transferability along the series
from U to Np and Pu and thus take the values from the
corresponding uranium complexes. This is reasonable because,
on one hand, the entropy contributions are determined by
vibrational degrees of freedom and, on the other hand, the
structures of the hydrated complexes are rather similar for all
three actinides. The “experimental” values shown in Table 8
were estimated in that manner.

By assumption that our procedure for estimating the experi-
mental free energies of hydration is correct, we see that it is
the same for the three AnVI species and varies within the
experimental error bar for the AnV complexes. This is borne
out by the calculations. For the AnVI species, we get free
energies that vary by less than 4 kcal/ mol for the SC-ECP-
B3LYP calculations (less than 7 kcal/mol for the four-component-
scalar PBE results). Likewise, the calculated free energy of
hydration is essentially constant for the three AnV species, with
variations of less than 10 kcal/mol along the series.

By comparison of theory and experiment, we note that the
final (i.e. translational entropy corrected) B3LYP results are very
close to experiment, especially given the experimental uncer-
tainty arising from the procedure described above. The PBE
method underestimates the free energies by some about 30-40

TABLE 8: Gibbs Free Energies of Hydration (Eq 3) and Contributions Thereof, G03 SC-ECP-B3LYP and (italic, in brackets)
Priroda DZP Four-component PBE Calculations. Energies in kcal/mol; Entropies in cal/(mol K)

calculated experimental

∆G298 gas phase ∆∆Gsolva ∆G298
hydr ∆G298

hydr corrected ∆Hhydrb ∆Shydrc ∆G298
hydrc

UO2
2+ -224.9 -167.7 -392.0 -413.5 -397.9 78.6 -421.4

(-192.1) (-169.8) (-361.9) (-383.4)
UO2

1+ -106.0 -43.7 -149.7 -171.2 -169.5 0.0 -169.5
(-68.5) (-47.5) (-116.0) (-137.4)

NpO2
2+ -223.2 -168.0 -391.1 -412.6 -399.1 78.6 -422.6

(-187.3) (-171.0) (-358.2) (-379.7)
NpO2

1+ -113.0 -41.1 -154.1 -175.6 -180.2 0.0 -180.2
(-64.0) (-45.7) (-109.7) (-131.2)

PuO2
2+ -220.1 -167.8 -387.9 -409.4 -399.4 78.6 -422.8

(-183.8) (-171.5) (-355.3) (-376.8)
PuO2

1+ -105.0 -41.8 -146.8 -168.3 -178.3 0.0 -178.3
(-62.6) (-43.9) (-106.5) (-128.0)

a CPCM continuum solvation model. For Priroda calculations,∆∆Gsolv from Gaussian calculations applied. Definition of∆∆Gsolvand∆G298
hydr

as in footnotes to Table 7.b Reference 18.c Estimate based on data from refs 85, 86 for UO2
2+; we assume that the entropy of solvation is the same

for the neptunyls and plutonyls.
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kcal/mol as compared to B3LYP; the reason for this deviation
lies purely in the gas-phase complex binding energies.

We note that, since the inclusion of the second coordination
sphere would make the values more negative, the B3LYP results
could slightly worsen as compared to the experiment whereas
PBE could get better.

Reduction Potential.A central goal of the current paper is
the prediction of the [AnO2(H2O)5]2+/[AnO2(H2O)5]1+ reduction
potentials for the series of complexes of uranium, neptunium,
and plutonium. Previously, we had studied them20 using LC-
ECP-B3LYP and the BSJ continuum solvation model. Moska-
leva et al.33 studied a reduction reaction involving a protonated
uranyl(V) dicationic form to avoid solvation effects arising from
the change in charge of the complex during reduction. However,
we feel that there is no real need for using such rather artificial
model systems; in the previous section, we have shown that
our solvation methods give very reasonable results for both
mono- and dications of actinyls. In the following calculations,
we use actinyl penta-aquo complexes the bulk water solvent
modeled by the CPCM continuum model.

The respective data has been collected in Tables 9 and 10
where we have also included the previous LC-ECP calculations
that showed a systematic error of some 2-3 eV. The reduction
potentials relative to the standard hydrogen electrode are also
given in Figure 4.

By comparison of the older LC-ECP-B3LYP results with the
current SC-ECP-B3LYP and four-component Priroda-PBE
calculations (Table 10), we notice that the agreement with
experiment87 has been improved considerably. The LC-ECP-
B3LYP numbers exhibit a systematic error of 2-3 eV. However,
the deviations between either the SC-ECP or four-component
(Priroda) results and experiments are reduced to less than 0.6
eV for both, the B3LYP and PBE XC functionals. The errors
for B3LYP have now either sign, i.e., no systematic shift is
apparent anymore, whereas the PBE reduction potentials are
lower than the experimental values.

The ad hoc multiplet and spin-orbit corrections of Hay et
al.20 (listed in Table 9) are seen to be crucial in reproducing
the experimentally observed trend in the reduction potential (viz.,
Np > Pu> U). Without these corrections, we obtain a uniform

increase in reduction potential with increasing atomic number,
Table 10 and Figure 4.

To exclude as an error source the specifics of the particular
LC-ECPs used in our earlier paper,37 we have also recalculated
the [UO2(H2O)5]2+/[UO2(H2O)5]1+ reduction potential using two
further LC-ECPs. Not surprisingly, they give very similar results
to those discussed above (when keeping all other settings, ligand
basis sets, XC functional, solvation model, etc., the same.) For
instance, the electronic contribution∆E UVI/UV (gas phase)
amounts to-11.4 and-11.8 eV for the SDD LC-ECPs38 and
CRENBL LC-ECPs,88 respectively, which can be compared to
a value of-12.1 eV obtained by us earlier.20

Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the actinyl water complexes
[AnO2(H2O)5]n+, n ) 1 or 2 and An) U, Np, or Pu. Apart

TABLE 9: Contributions to the Calculated An VI /AnV Reduction Potentials for the Actinyl Half Reactions [AnO2(H2O)5]2+ + e-

f [AnO2(H2O)5]1+ (eV)

G03 SC-ECP PBE,
G03 B3LYP geometry

G03 SC-ECP PBE,
Priroda geometry

Priroda DZP
four-component scalar PBE,

Priroda geometry

∆E (gas phase)∆(∆Gsolv)a ∆E (gas phase)∆(∆Gsolv)a ∆E (gas phase)∆G298 (gas phase)∆G298 (solvation)b
multiplet and

spin-orbit correctionsc

UVI/UV -9.90 5.38 -9.47 5.31 -9.55 -9.68 -4.38 -0.31
NpVI/NpV -10.91 5.50 -10.40 5.43 -10.39 -10.34 -4.90 -1.17
PuVI/PuV -11.41 5.47 -10.95 5.53 -10.90 -10.95 -5.42 -0.21

a Difference between∆G298 in the gas phase and including CPCM solvation.∆(∆Gsolva) ) ∆∆Gsolv(UV) - ∆∆Gsolv(UVI) is the difference in
∆∆Gsolv between product and reagent of the reduction half reaction.b ∆(∆Gsolv) from G03 SC-ECP-PBE calculations added to∆G298 (gas phase).
c Empirical corrections taken from ref 20.

TABLE 10: Calculated (G03 SC-ECP-B3LYP and LC-ECP-B3LYP and Priroda DZP Four-Component PBE) and
Experimental AnVI /AnV Reduction Potentials Relative to the Standard Hydrogen Potential (Numbers in eV)a

Priroda PBE G03 SC-ECP B3LYP LC-ECP B3LYPd

experimentb uncorrectedc correctedc uncorrectedc correctedc correctedc

UVI/UV 0.06 -0.82 -0.51 -0.41 -0.10 2.37
NpVI/NpV 1.14 -0.30 0.87 0.55 1.72 4.00
PuVI/PuV 0.91 0.22 0.43 1.08 1.29 3.28

a For the water half reaction H3O+ + e- f 1/2H2 + H2O (standard hydrogen electrode), we used the following calculated reduction potentials:
-4.93 (B3LYP) and-5.20 eV (PBE).b Experimental data87 cited from ref 20.c Without “uncorrected” and with “corrected” spin-orbit and multiplet
corrections (as listed in Table 7).d Reference 20. The calculated reduction potential for the water half reaction is-4.92 eV in this case.

Figure 4. Calculated and experimental [AnO2(H2O)5]2+/[AnO2-
(H2O)5]1+ reduction potentials according to Table 10. Calculated values
without and with the inclusion of spin-orbit and multiplet corrections
are shown; see text. (Dark red diamonds) LC-ECP-B3LYP values from
ref 20; (red circles and blue triangles) SC-ECP-B3LYP and Priroda-
PBE values without the corrections; (orange stars and light blue crosses)
SC-ECP B3LYP and Priroda PBE values with the corrections applied,
correspondingly; (green squares) experimental values87 as cited from
ref 20.
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from testing different approximations (see below), there are two
main “chemical” results: Contrary to previous attempts, we have
been able to accurately reproduce the AnVI/AnV reduction
potential (Figure 4, Table 10). For the first time, we have
calculated the free energies of hydration for all six species (eq
4, Table 8). The calculated free energies are within the
experimental error bars in all cases.

In modeling complexes of the early actinide elements,
approximations have to be chosen for at least four different
principal effects. These are (i) relativity, (ii) electron correlation
(in many cases this means choosing an approximate DFT
method), (iii) solvation, and (iv) model complexes that contain
truncated versions of the experimental ligands. In this article,
we have evaluated different approximations in the first three
areas. We have taken a general approach of applying as many
different methods as possible to a given question. This allows
us to compare the different methods, to exclude error compensa-
tion, and thus to verify one method with another. We will discuss
these approximations in the following.

Relativity. For relativity, we have compared the older LC-
ECP approach20 to more modern methods including SC-ECP
and a four-component scalar all-electron approach. We have
also included spin-orbit (as well as multiplet) effects by
utilizing an approximate, ad hoc approach.

In comparison of our older LC-ECP calculations20 with the
current SC-ECP results, we see that the latter method is clearly
superior to the former for geometries, frequencies, and reduction
potentials. Thus, we can add reduction potentials to the growing
list of properties for which the SC-ECP approach significantly
outperforms the LC-ECP one.

In more general terms, we have shown that two fundamentally
different relativistic methods, SC-ECP (G03) and the all-electron
scalar four-component method (Priroda), yield essentially similar
results for a wide range of properties, provided all other
approximations (notably the choice of approximate XC func-
tional) are comparable. Indeed, experience shows that other
methods, including the ZORA63-66 andspresumablysthe Dou-
glas-Kroll-Hess (DKH) approach,89,90 could be added here as
well (although we have no direct experience with the latter).
Thus, we can conclude that the question of the proper relativistic
method for treating actinide molecules appears to be solved, as
long as spin-orbit or deep-core effects are not relevant.

Spin-Orbit and Multiplet Effects. For spin-orbit and
multiplet effects arising from the (formally nonbonding) f
electrons, we have again used the ad hoc correction of Hay et
al.20 In this method, energy corrections arising from spin-orbit
and multiplet effects are calculated using spin-orbit CI applied
to bare plutonyl ions of different fn occupations and charge.
Applying such corrections assumes (i) transferability of Har-
tree-Fock-based SO-CI results to the DFT calculations (which,
in particular, implies that approximate DFT does not account
for the multiplet part of the correlation energy), (ii) negligible
geometry influence, given that the SO-CI calculations employed
a fixed geometry (although one could, in principle, repeat such
calculations for different actinyl bond lengths), and (iii) a weak
ligand field in the equatorial plane of the actinyl, i.e., transfer-
ability from the bare species to the complete complexes. These
assumptions are rather severe and, as such, unsatisfactory from
a theoretical point of view. However, as a pragmatic approach
the method appears to work if our data is to be trusted as an
indication. Thus, one might even consider extending this method
to other types of actinide complexes (e.g., containing the lower
oxidation states).

Solvation.We have extensively tested the continuum solva-
tion models by studying various properties such as bond lengths
and free energies of hydration. Testing of this sort is essential
because it provides additional data points and thus excludes the
possibility of error cancellation between the various levels of
approximation (such as systematic errors in the relativistic
approximation being partly compensated by errors in the
solvation model.) The following conclusions emerge.

First, continuum solvation models such as COSMO or CPCM
are reliable for the given purpose, and can be applied routinely.
Second, our standard protocol of calculating single-point sol-
vation energies based on gas-phase geometries is appropriate
as far as energetics are concerned. Likewise, transferring
solvation energies∆∆Gsolv from G03-based CPCM calculations
to Priroda-based four-component applications appears to be
justified. Third, the solvent environment has, however, a strong
influence on the (equatorial) bond lengths. Accounting for the
solvent environment either by continuum solvation models
(COSMO) or by cluster models (microsolvation) is seen to be
essential. Interestingly, either method seems to be appropriate,
as far as bond lengths are concerned. However, the bond lengths
appear to be not well described by the combination of the two
methods, i.e., the embedded cluster model. Fourth, this is not
the case for energetics where the long-range electrostatic effects
of the bulk solvent have to be accounted for. Fifth, for
energetics, inclusion of the first solvation sphere into continuum-
modeled bulk water grasps the major part of the hydration free
energy; additional second-sphere waters do improve the energy,
but their influence is modest only. Sixth, we have tested both
an “independent-water” and a “clustered-water” approach to
modeling solvated water molecules. Both are seen to be roughly
equivalent provided standard-state corrections are included in
the former; these corrections are unnecessary for the latter.

XC Functional. We have compared two flavors of ap-
proximate DFT, hybrid DFT in the form of the B3LYP
functional and a modern GGA in the form of PBE. The
conclusions in this case are less clear-cut than for the relativistic
method: Both approaches resulted in reduction potentials of
similar quality but B3LYP is somewhat superior to PBE as far
as the free energies of hydration are concerned. B3LYP
apparently showed overbinding along the actinyl bonds, i.e.,
axial bond lengths that are too short and corresponding
vibrational frequencies that are too high. These shortcomings
are, to some degree, rectified by the GGA calculations.
However, these conclusions are based on comparing gas-phase
calculations to condensed-phase experimental data and are thus
to be treated with some caution. Indeed, calculations that
included explicit solvent molecules in the second coordination
sphere (microsolvation) appear to indicate that solvent effects
might rectify the problems of the B3LYP approach regarding
bond lengths, while worsening the quality of the PBE uranyl
frequencies.

Overall, the question of the best choice of approximate XC
functional for actinide calculations is not solved, and further
studies, preferably using accurate experimental gas-phase data,
are required.
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